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INTRODUCTION

Niam’s ambition is to contribute to
a globally sustainable development.
We believe not only that it is a moral
obligation to act sustainably, but
also that it is a strategic priority in
order to mitigate risks, meet growing
expectations and ensure high yields
in the longer term.
This document is applicable to Niam
AB Group.
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DEFINITION

1
2

Our definition of sustainable development is a
development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs. From this,
we derive three dimensions of sustainability:
(1)
Environmental, (2)Social and (3)Governance
which includes business ethics (ESG). The terms
sustainability and ESG are used interchangeably.

RELATED DOCUMENTS
As sustainability spans over a vast field of issues,
our sustainability approach and sustainability
framework includes several supporting documents.
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VISION

To be a highly efficient manager for
the benefit of clients and colleagues,
Niam will continuously improve its
business processes in compliance
with laws and other regulations and
reduce its adverse sustainability
impact, while enhancing long term
profitability.

High5ive Office Property, Krakow, Poland
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COMMITMENTS AND STANDARDS
Apart from fulfilling all relevant regulations in the
markets Niam operate, we have committed to follow the
following principles:
» UN Global Compact (UNGC)
» UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UNPRI)
» The “Diversity in Action” Initiative of Institutional
Limited Partners Association (ILPA)
To maximise Niam’s positive and minimise Niam’s
adverse impact on ESG factors, we base our sustainability
efforts on two foundations:
» The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for 2030
» An internal materiality analysis of sustainability aspects
From these two foundations we derive our long-term
sustainability goals, which may be further broken
down into action plans and targets. The goals and the
underlying analysis are reviewed annually on company
level. So are the results.
Stockholm Harbor Front Development, Stockholm, Sweden

We acknowledge that Niam as a fund manager may
impact sustainability from five main angles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Performance of standing fund assets
Construction, development or renovation of fund
assets
Operations of tenants or customers to fund assets
Suppliers to fund assets
Own operations and suppliers to Niam AB Group
itself
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WAY OF WORKING

COMPETENCE AND TRAINING

Generally, Niam sets common minimum standards
and goals on company level while the implementation
of these is left up to each department/team/subsidiary.
This means procedures and routines may differ between
the subsidiaries. A fund may have other goals than the
company.

In order to uphold sufficient internal competence, all
employees are to receive training in the areas listed
below:
» Environment
» Social
» Governance, including business ethics
The Sustainability Manager together with Quality
Manager, Compliance Officer and HR Administrator are
responsible to ensure that all staff are trained, and the
training material is up-to-date. Training is, at minimum,
to be provided as follows:
» Comprehensive training on all topics for all new
employees
» Annual refresher training, including new developments
on relevant topics
» Additional needs-based training for specific roles,
projects or initiatives

Näsby Slottspark, Täby, Sweden
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ORGANIZATION – ESG COMMITTEE

Management
Team

ESG
Committee

Expert support

Sustainability
Manager

Strategic
Technical

Local
Sustainability
Coordinators

ACQ
Consultants

The ISO committee consists of one representative
from each internal function. Apart from its ISO
responsibility, the committee acts as the ESG
committee with the purpose to keep track of the
effectiveness of Niam’s sustainability efforts, facilitate
organizational learning and, when necessary, suggest
changes to Niam’s sustainability strategy, goals or
other relevant documents or procedures.

Local
Sustainability
Consultants

AM/PD – Fund Managers
Prop Mgrs
Contractors
Consultants

Stockholm Harbor Front Development, Stockholm, Sweden
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NIAM’S FOCUS AREAS GOING FORWARD

Q3, 2021

Roll-out of new
& improved
Sustainability
Policy

2021

Systematically
collect data
Full data coverage enables
Niam to make informed
sustainability decisions on
fund and property level

2021–2023

2023<

Short term goals

Long term goals

· Organization in place

Niam, a leading sustainable
fund manager

· Consistent systematic
approach to ESG

Examples of long term goals:
» Reduce energy consumption to
100 kWh/m2 in average

· Targets and actions set in
business plan

» 100% renewable heat and cooling

Examples of short term goals:
» New and strengthened ESG focused
organization

» Net zero CO2 emissions by 2030 in
standing assets and 2045 in new
constructions

» Increased clear goals in business plans
for Niam AB, funds, properties and in
relevant employee goal- & development
contracts

» Systematic cooperation with Niam
Infrastructure to identify and
implement sustainable solutions
within portfolios

» New construction and major renovations
must be certified, Breeam In Use,
Excellent or better
» 100% renewable electricity by 2023
» Social initiative in new constructions
and major renovations
» Plan for increased green financing
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For more
information
regarding
Niam’s
sustainability
work, please
contact:

GUSTAV THÖRNQVIST
Sustainability Manager
+46 708 89 85 71
gustav.thornqvist@niam.com

Niam AB
Stureplan 3
Stockholm

Box 7693
+46 8 51 75 85 00
www.niam.com

